Now your computer can have 20/20 vision ... just hitch up Datacube's work horse video frame grabber.

Datacube's VG-120 single board controllers are already providing video capability to thousands of MULTIBUS" and Q-BUS" systems—and the number continues to grow. This economical answer to high resolution video processing has become the workhorse of the industry for good reason.

The VG120 provides real time digitizing, digital storage and regeneration of a full screen of video information. Spatial resolution is 320H x 240V with pixel depth of 6 bits/pixel. True E1A-RS-170 compatible inputs and outputs. Full computer access of onboard image memory.

Put sight in your present computer system by mating your computer with the VG-120. Provides reliable vision for robotics, inspections, medical imaging, teleconferencing, animation etc. Available for both monochrome and color monitors.

And the cost? Only $1595 in 100 quantity. Call or write for full details.

Datacube Incorporated, 4 Dearborn Road, Peabody, MA 01960, Tel: (617) 535-6644.

Datacube VG-120
only $1595.